Laser thermal lithography is a good alternative method for forming small pattern feature size by taking advantage of the structuralchange threshold effect of thermal lithography materials. In this work, the heat-diffusion channels of laser thermal lithography are first analyzed, and then we propose to manipulate the heat-diffusion channels by inserting thermal conduction layers in between channels. Heat-flow direction can be changed from the in-plane to the out-of-plane of the thermal lithography layer, which causes the size of the structural-change threshold region to become much smaller than the focused laser spot itself; thus, nanoscale marks can be obtained. Samples designated as "glass substrate/thermal conduction layer/thermal lithography layer (100 nm)/thermal conduction layer" are designed and prepared. Chalcogenide phase-change materials are used as thermal lithography layer, and Si is used as thermal conduction layer to manipulate heat-diffusion channels. Laser thermal lithography experiments are conducted on a home-made high-speed rotation direct laser writing setup with 488 nm laser wavelength and 0.90 numerical aperture of converging lens. The writing marks with 50-60 nm size are successfully obtained. The mark size is only about 1/13 of the focused laser spot, which is far smaller than that of the light diffraction limit spot of the direct laser writing setup. This work is useful for nanoscale fabrication and lithography by exploiting the far-field focusing light system. 
Introduction
Formation of nanometric patterns on surfaces and thin films is often carried out with advanced nanolithography techniques, such as electron beam ablation, nanoimprint, and local scanning probe microscopy methods. However, these techniques usually involve highly sophisticated procedures and require expensive equipment. Maskless direct laser writing has been a good choice for many applications in microelectronics and photonics. As far as nanometric patterns are concerned, the method suffers from fundamental resolving limit because of light diffraction. Therefore, light sources of short wavelength (λ) in deep ultraviolet and soft x-ray are increasingly adopted for forming fine structures. Nevertheless, maskless direct laser writing in the visible light wavelength remains attractive for many applications because it is easy to implement, and the cost is considerably lower than other lithography techniques. The writing process is in air, thus it entails easy operation and is suitable for large-scale production.
Maskless direct laser writing is generally thought to be a patterning technique that uses materials that are photosensitive. The pattern resolution is generally determined by the focused spot size. To improve the pattern resolution in maskless laser direct writing, a number of methods, such as ultrafast laser pulse-based multi-photon absorption lithography with λ/10 to λ/20 resolution [1, 2] and two-beam lithography [3] [4] [5] , have been proposed.
Another alternative method is laser thermal lithography, which uses a single light beam with several milliwatts of power from a laser diode. The laser thermal lithography material absorbs the laser energy and is heated to a certain temperature, such as phase change or melting point, to form various patterns on the material surface. In laser thermal lithography, the thermal change of the material occurs over the whole area inside the laser beam spot, and the pattern whose size is the same as the processing laser beam spot size is formed. However, for heat-mode lithography, which is based on the manufacturing technique for optical discs, the thermally induced structural change of the material occurs only at the center of the laser beam spot because of threshold effect. A pattern whose size is smaller than the spot size can be formed [6] [7] [8] . Figure 1 illustrates the schematic principle of laser thermal lithography. A collimated Gaussian laser beam passes through a lens and is focused on a thermal lithography layer, which is directly deposited on a glass substrate. The thermal lithography layer absorbs the laser energy, and a cylinder heated volume is formed inside the thermal lithography layer with a thickness of tens of nanometers. In Fig. 1, d is the focused spot size, h is the thickness of thermal lithography layer, th T is the threshold temperature of thermally-induced structural change, r is the radial coordinate, and "o" marks the spot center. The thermal lithographic region size becomes smaller than the resolution limit of the focused laser beam spot because of the thermally-induced threshold effect of structural change; thus, a fine pattern can be achieved using an inexpensive laser irradiation equipment. Furthermore, by using a highspeed rotating stage on which the processing sample is placed within the laser irradiation setup, below diffraction-limited large area and high-speed laser writing are possible [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Laser thermal lithography is a simple, low-cost, and practical technique that has been a hot subject for research. The lithography material is a key in laser thermal lithography. [18, 19] . Actually, in laser thermal lithography, the pattern size is determined from two aspects: one is from heated region size and the other is from heat diffusion. The heated region size is mainly controlled by the laser beam spot size. For a given thermal lithography system, the laser beam spot size is fixed. The heated region size can be reduced using thermal lithography materials with nonlinear absorption characteristics, such as two-photon absorption and reverse saturation absorption [20, 21] .
The other important factor in laser thermal lithography in determining the pattern resolution size is heat diffusion. Generally speaking, heat diffusion prevents the reduction of the lithographic region size, and the pattern feature size is usually larger than the estimated and expected size, which are especially obvious for thermal lithography that uses long laser pulse heating or slow sample movement speed and laser scanning rate. At the same time, for a given thermal lithography material and direct laser writing system, the lithographic pattern resolution is only restricted to a certain scale no matter how the experimental parameters such as writing power and speed are changed. The essence that the pattern feature size is larger than that of the estimated and expected stems from heat diffusion. However, this rule can be broken through manipulating the heat-diffusion channel, such that the pattern feature size can be further reduced down to nanoscale.
Theoretical analysis on heat-diffusion channel in laser thermal lithography
In this work, thermal conduction layer technique is proposed and used to manipulate the heatdiffusion channels to effectively decrease (or even eliminate) the disadvantageous influence of heat diffusion on the reduction of pattern feature size. The working principle is as follows: A collimated Gaussian laser beam is focused on the thermal lithography layer that has a thickness of h and is directly deposited on the substrate. The focused spot diameter is marked as d. The thermal lithography layer absorbs the laser energy and is heated. An approximate cylinder heated volume is formed on the thermal lithography layer, as shown in Heat diffusion takes place when the temperature of the heated volume is higher than room temperature. Heat diffusions occur mainly along horizontal and perpendicular directions. In the horizontal direction, the heat diffusion is vertical to the side face of the heated volume and outward to the unheated region. It is called in-plane heat diffusion channel and marked as An analysis of the heat-diffusion channel would reveal that the heat quantity that propagates along the in-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer is proportional to the thermal conductivity litho σ of the thermal lithography layer, expressed as
The heat quantity that propagates along the out-of-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer and downward to the substrate is proportional to the thermal conductivity of the substrate ( )
The heat quantity that propagates along the out-of-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer and upward to the air is proportional to the thermal conductivity of the air ( )
The heat diffusion competition among these channels can be conveniently evaluated by comparing the heat quantity propagation between two channels.
An analysis of the heat-diffusion channels can be illustrated using an example. A Gaussian laser beam with a wavelength of λ 488 nm = is focused onto the thermal lithography layer with 100 nm thickness. The thermal lithography layer is directly deposited on the glass substrate. The numerical aperture (NA) of converging lens is set at 0.90 . Hence, the sample structure is designated as "glass substrate/ thermal lithography layer", as shown in Fig. 1 On the top surface of the thermal lithography, the heat can diffuse and dissipate into the air by thermal conduction, which includes heat transfer, heat convection, and thermal radiation. Heat transfer is only considered because the heat from the thermal lithography layer is initially transferred into the air layer near the thermal lithography layer through heat transfer and then dissipates into the atmospheric environment through heat convection.
The As shown in Fig. 2 , the heat diffusion along the in-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer causes the pattern feature size to become large, whereas the heat diffusion along the out-of-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer leads to the pattern feature size reduction. Thus, whether at the bottom or on top of the thermal lithography layer, the heat diffusion along the in-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer causes the pattern feature size to become large.
To minimize the influence of heat diffusion on the pattern feature size, manipulation of the heat-diffusion channels is necessary. Hence, a method for manipulating the heat diffusion channels is proposed. The thermal conduction layers are inserted into the sample structure, and the heat-diffusion channels and directions are manipulated. As shown in Fig. 3 , the sample structure is redesigned as "glass substrate/lower thermal conduction layer/thermal lithography layer/upper thermal conduction layer", where the thermal conduction layers with large thermal conductivities are used to take the heat quantity along the out-of-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer. For the sample structure shown in Fig. 3 , the heat-diffusion channels can be analyzed. The heat that propagates along the in-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer is the same as that in Fig. 2 
and can be calculated by Eq. (3).
The heat quantity that propagates along the out-of-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer and downward (or upward) to the lower (or upper) thermal conduction layer is proportional to the thermal conductivity of the Si layer ( )
The heat diffusion competition among these channels can be conveniently evaluated by comparing the heat quantity propagation between two channels.  indicates that the heat diffusion along out-of-plane channels is dominant, and the heat quickly goes into the thermal conduction layer and concentrates on the center of the heated volume. Thus, the heat is transiently localized onto the apex of the heated region and goes quickly into the thermal conduction layer.
Experimental results and analysis
To check the proposed schematic principle, experiments were conducted in a home-made setup, where the laser wavelength is 488 nm and the NA of converging lens is 0.90, as shown in Fig. 4 . The sample was placed at a vacuum-active worktable. The worktable was mounted at a high-speed rotation air-bearing spin stands. A light beam emitted from Ar + laser device was modulated into pulsed laser using acoustic optical modulator (AOM). The AOM was connected to a signal generator. An arbitrary wave form laser pulse can be obtained by tuning the signal generator. The laser pulse was then focused onto the surface of the sample by the converging lens, and the sample was fixed on the high-speed rotation air-bearing worktable by vacuum. The optical path, including the converging lens and AOM, was mounted on a linear motor with sub-micrometer movement accuracy. In the laser thermal lithography experiment, the sample rotation speed was fixed at 10 m / s ≈ and the laser pulse width was 50 ns 10 -10 W / m . Silicon was chosen as the thermal conduction layer material. Three kinds of sample structures were used to analyze the influence of heat-diffusion channel on the pattern feature size. The first was "glass substrate/thermal lithography layer (100 nm)", which does not have any thermal conduction layer that would manipulate the heat-diffusion channel. The second was "glass substrate/thermal lithography layer (100 nm)/Si (20 nm)", which has an upper thermal conduction layer that would manipulate the heat-diffusion channel of Sb Te (or AgInSbTe ) were prepared by radio frequency magnetron-controlled sputtering method. Figure 5(a) gives the atomic force microscopy (AFM) observation of the optimized experimental results for "glass/thermal lithography layer (100 nm)" sample. A magnified image of Fig. 5(a) is presented in Fig. 5(b) . The thermal lithography marks are hole structures, and the mark size is about 400 nm. The hole structures are formed by the molten-ablation effect. The thermal lithography layer absorbs the laser energy and is heated, and the moltenablation holes occur when the temperature of the thermal lithography layer exceeds the melting point of about 500℃ . The molten-ablation mark size of about 400 nm is smaller than the focused spot size of approximately 660 nm . Compared with the focused spot size, the reduction of molten-ablation mark size may result from the molten-ablation threshold effect. The size of molten-ablation marks is reduced using the upper thermal conduction layer. Figure 6 (a) shows the optimized experimental results obtained on the "glass/thermal lithography layer (100 nm)/the upper Si layer of 20 nm" sample, where the Si of 20 nm thickness is used as upper thermal conduction layer. Uniform thermal lithography marks are formed on the surface of the sample. A magnified image of Fig. 6(a) is presented in Fig. 6(b) , and Fig. 6(c) shows a cross-section profile curve of the marks, highlighted with a grey line in Fig. 6(b) . The marks are molten-ablation hole structures. The mark size is about 100 nm, and the mark depth is also about 100 nm. The mark size is obviously smaller than the focused spot size of 660 nm and also smaller than the mark size in Fig. 5 , where no thermal conduction layer is used in the sample structure. Let us analyze the reduction mechanism of the lithographic marks. There are some reports on the strong nonlinear effect of silicon thin films. The nonlinear absorption coefficient β of silicon at 488 nm light wavelength is not reported, however, one can use β at 405 nm light wavelength, which is close to the 488 nm light wavelength. Here Figure 7 gives the calculated results. The results indicate that the upper silicon layer can reduce the spot, the full width at half maximum of super-resolved spot is 0 0.8 w , and the incident spot is 0 1.18 w , accordingly. The super-resolved spot is reduced to about 68% of the incident spot size. However, the size of lithographic marks is reduced to only about 1/6 spot size, which is obviously smaller than the super-resolved spot size. Therefore, the reduction of lithographic mark size should be from other factors.  . The heat flow along the out-of-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer can prevent the heat from diffusing to the in-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer. Thus, the heat can concentrate toward the center of the heated region, which is very useful for reducing the molten-ablation threshold region and obtaining mark size that is smaller than focused spot. Thus, nanoscale thermal lithography mark arrays are successfully realized in our experiments. Here it should be pointed out that the nonlienar effect of the upper silicon layer inducedsuper-resolution also contributes to the reduction of mark size, as shown in Fig. 7 . However, the main contribution to the reduction of mark size is from the manipulation of heat-diffusion channel and phase change threshold effect. These were verified in [32] , where AgInSbTe was used as phase change thermal lithography layer, silicon was used as the lower thermal conductive layer. The sample was designed as "thermal lithography layer (AgInSbTe)/the lower Si layer/glass substrate". Using the laser writing setup with NA = 0.9 and λ = 405 nm, the lithographic mark size was about 70 nm, which was about 1/8 spot size. These indicate that the lower thermal conductive layer of silicon can make the lithography mark size reduce to below-diffraction-limit.
Conclusion
In summary, we proposed to manipulate the heat-diffusion channels by inserting thermal conduction layers in between channels. in the laser thermal lithography. The heat flow direction can be changed from the in-plane channel to the out-of-plane channel of the thermal lithography layer, which causes the molten-ablation threshold region size to become much smaller than the focused spot itself; thus, the nanoscale marks can be obtained accordingly. The samples "glass/Si (100 nm)/thermal lithography layer (100 nm)/Si (20 nm)" were designed and prepared, where chalcogenide phase-change materials were used as thermal lithography layer, and Si layers were used as thermal conduction layer to manipulate the heatdiffusion channels. The laser thermal lithography experiments were conducted on a homemade high-speed rotation direct laser writing setup with 488 nm laser wavelength and an NA = 0.90 of converging lens. The writing marks with a size of 50 -60 nm were sucessfully obtained. The mark size is only about 1/13 of the focused spot and far smaller than the light diffraction limit of the direct laser writing setup. 
